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Abstract: The education evaluation agencies will undertake education evaluation task and will form principal-agent relationships with the governments with the separation reform of supervision, running and evaluation in China. Because of bounded rationality and information asymmetry, it was already a big problem to avoid the moral hazard of an education evaluation agency in a principal-agent relationship involving only one principal and one agent. In reality, the principal-agent relationship is often more complicated. Of particular concern is that the situation of “one principal–multiple agents” in the evaluation of higher education has emerged. The coexistence of “multiple” education evaluation agencies, such as the official agencies, the semi-official agencies, the agencies affiliated with the university, and the third-party agencies, has taken shape. By using critical discourse analysis, this study attempts to argue that avoiding the moral hazard of higher education evaluation under the “multi-agent” mode becomes a research issue that must be squarely addressed. The paper concluded that in “multi-agent” mode, although the possibility of implied moral hazard in higher education evaluation increases, if the “relative performance” evaluation mechanism can be understood and effective measures can be taken, not only will it not lead to the consequences of moral hazard being more difficult to avoid, but it will greatly enhance the effectiveness of the avoidance of moral hazard. The conclusion has important reference significance on how to effectively use the “multi-agent” mode to avoid the moral hazard of higher education evaluation.
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1. Introduction

With the separation reform of supervision, running and evaluation in China, the education evaluation agencies will undertake education evaluation task and will form a principal-agent relationship with the government. Extensive research has shown that it has already a big problem to ensure that the specific education evaluation agency can conduct evaluation tasks fairly and openly and avoid opportunistic behaviors on behalf of the public interest in the previous principal-agent relationship of “a principal (government)—an agent (single education evaluation agency)” because of bounded rationality and information asymmetry [1, 2].

However, previous studies have not recognized that there were often more than one higher education evaluation agencies may act as agents, especially, with the separation reform of supervision, running and evaluation the education evaluation rights transformed from the government to the “social agencies”, the situation of “a principal (government)—multiple agents (multiple education evaluation agencies)” was gradually presented. As we all know, it has been a long time since the government commissioned education evaluation to “the official, the semi-official, and the professional agencies of higher education”. However, in 2010, the “separation reform of supervision, running and evaluation” was first proposed in the form of an official document in the “National Medium- and Long-Term Education Reform and Development Plan (2010-2020)” in China, and the third-party education evaluation agencies were set up one after another. Subsequently, the government began to form principal-agent relationships with “multiple educational evaluation agencies”. For example, Beijing, Qingdao, Wenzhou and other places in China have launched the “The Third-party Agency List”1.

---

1 Beijing, China announced the “Interim Measures of the Education Supervision
Beijing has included 15 educational evaluation agencies in the “The Third-party Agency List” when Qingdao has included 27. Moreover, they clearly stipulated that the government must select the evaluation agencies from the “List” when entrusting third-party agencies, which indicated that these local governments have “signed” with a number of third-party education evaluation agencies to undertake education monitoring and evaluation task. As a result, the situation in which the government and the “multiple” higher education evaluation agencies jointly carried out education evaluation has taken shape. Multi-agent mode of “a principal (government)–multiple agents (multiple education evaluation agencies)” has gradually entered the practice of higher education evaluation.

So, how could the government “manage” multiple education evaluation agencies when facing a multi-agent relationship of “one principal–multiple agents”? How can we ensure that “agencies with high quality” become the ultimate “agents” and complete the government-appointed evaluation tasks in a fair and equitable manner so as to avoid the possible moral hazard of “rent-seeking and low-level efforts” [3]? There is an urgent need to answer and resolve these problems.

This study points out that the possibility of implied moral hazard in higher education evaluation under “multi-agent” mode increases, however, if the “relative performance” evaluation mechanism under the “multi-agent” mode can be understood and effective measures can be taken, not only will it not lead to the consequences of moral hazard being more difficult to avoid, but it will greatly enhance the effectiveness of the avoidance of moral hazard. The findings are derived from the Multi-agent Theory.

2. What Is Multi-agent Theory

Multi-agent Theory was the product of the development of Principal-agent Theory to a certain stage. Principal-agent Theory has been greatly developed since the 1980s. It was at that time that Multi-agent Theory was produced as an important branch. Holmstrom (1982), Sappington and Denski (1983), Wookherjee (1984) are the main researchers. Multi-agent mode that expanded the number of agents from “one” to “multiple” based on the framework of “one principal–one agent” was proposed in relation to the traditional “one agent” mode. Therefore, the principal and “multiple agents” formed “single-to-multiple” relationships.

There were “multiple agents” who interact with each other, which was the biggest difference between “multi-agent” mode and “single agent” mode.

Multi-agent mode was the choice made when the principal faced a complex and important commissioning task to ensure that it could be completed efficiently. Principal-agent relationship is too “simple and ideal” because it only considered a situation including single principal, single agent, and single task [4, 5]. When the task being entrusted become “complex and important” [6, 7], it is necessary to delegate the task to multiple agents, forming a “single-to-many” relationship form, with full participation and association of multiple agents working hard to complete the task smoothly and efficiently [8].

Multi-agent Theory has a major impact on the research of “cooperative governance” of the organization, and has been introduced and discussed in many fields in China such as “corporate governance” [9], “marketing system” [10] and “project cooperation” [11].


After the evaluation power were separated from management, several education evaluation agencies began to undertake evaluation task together. These evaluation agencies in China mainly include four categories: official agencies, semi-official agencies, agencies affiliated with the universities, and the third-party agencies (see Table 1).

Table 1 presents an overview of multiple higher education evaluation agencies in China. The participation of multiple agencies in the higher education evaluation is based on the need of importance and complexity for higher education evaluation. Education evaluation is an indispensable key link in the education quality assurance system as well as the core work related to education development. Its importance is self-evident. Moreover, the quality evaluation of higher education is also a complex project which is manifested by the increasing diversity of evaluation concepts for higher education quality, the difficulty in determining and unifying evaluation indicators as well as the difficulty in quantifying evaluation data. It is precisely because the higher education evaluation is so important and quite complicated that it is necessary for the government to entrust a number of evaluation agencies as agents to participate in the evaluation of higher education.

So what kind of mode do these higher education evaluation agencies act as agents to participate in higher education evaluation? How are their specific work structures presented? As shown in figure 1 and figure 2, there are two kinds of working forms in the “multi-agent” mode. The first is the “separate form” in which a holistic work is divided into multiple partial tasks and assign them to multiple agents. Each agent gives full play to their respective advantages and completes the principals in different fields, at different stages and different levels; The second is the “synchronal form” that many agents undertake one same task in a synchronal way. At this time, the given task does not need to be divided, and multiple agents perform from different dimensions simultaneously. Similarly, the multi-agent mode of education evaluation also appears in two forms. One is to divide an education evaluation task into different stages and different...
parts (see figure 1), which are undertaken by different evaluation agencies. For example, the undergraduate education evaluation is mainly undertaken by Higher Education Evaluation Center of the Ministry of Education while the postgraduate evaluation is mainly carried out by the Academic Degrees & Graduate Education Development Center. This form reflects typical “Separate agents” mode of multiple higher education evaluation agencies; The other is to hand over the same task to multiple higher education evaluation agencies for simultaneous evaluation (see figure 2). For example, Shanghai Ranking, Wuhan University, cuaa.net and many other agencies are all engaged in university rankings, which reflects the “synchronal agents” mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Multiple higher education evaluation agencies in China.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Official agencies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The internal department of the education administration, such as Higher Education Evaluation Center of the Ministry of Education, Academic Degrees &amp; Graduate Education Development Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semi-official agencies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation agencies of the provincial education departments, such as Shanghai Agency for Education Evaluation, Jiangsu Agency for Educational Evaluation, Hubei Agency for Educational Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affiliated agencies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University internal institutions, such as Research Center of World-class Universities of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China Science Evaluation Research Center of Wuhan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third-party agencies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Ranking Consultancy, cuaa.net, net big.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared with the case of single agent, the principal-agent relationship in the “multi-agent” mode has been extended both “vertically and horizontally”. In the “vertical” direction, the principal and each agent form a principal-agent relationship separately, thereby forming a plurality of principal-agent relationships; In the “horizontal” direction, all agents can also be referenced and compared.

4. Moral Hazard Forms that may Be Generated in Higher Education Evaluation in the “Multi-agent” Mode

The term “moral hazard” refers to the danger of “People engaged in economic activities making opportunistic behaviors in order to maximize their own interests instead of
being conducive to others” [12]. In “multi-agent” mode, implied moral hazard behaviors of multiple higher education evaluation agencies during their working process have increased significantly (see Figure 3), both the increase in the amount of “quantity” in the vertical direction and the emergence of new “types” in the horizontal direction.

![Figure 3. The manifestation of moral hazard in higher education evaluation in multi-agent mode.](image)

4.1. Multiple Evaluation Agencies may Generate Moral Hazard of “Rent-seeking” from Universities

Previous studies have explored the single agent case that only one higher education evaluation agency acted as an agent. When a university was looking for the target of collusion and rent-seeking, only one agency can be selected, and the moral hazard generated between the university and the specific agency; Therefore, the government only need to supervise the only one higher education evaluation agency. However, in multi-agent mode, the government has selected a number of higher education evaluation agencies as agents to evaluate education quality. Each agency will be the target of rent-seeking and collusion for universities, which may result in more rent-seeking and collusion behaviors.

4.2. Multiple Evaluation Agencies may Generate Moral Hazard of “Low Effort Level”

The term “effort level” refers to an indicator of the degree to which an agent pays attention to the work as well as the cost paid by the agent. If the evaluation agency has a high level of efforts, it will contribute to the evaluation work actively and complete the evaluation tasks assigned by the government earnestly; Otherwise, it will be perfunctory and less energetic, and then manifested as opportunistic behaviors such as “negative absenteeism and low-level efforts”. Unlike the “single agent” mode that only one evaluation agency may generate moral hazard of “low effort level”, each agency in the multi-agent mode has the potential to generate moral hazard of low-level effort.

4.3. Multiple Evaluation Agencies may Generate a New Type of Moral Hazard of “Peer Collusion”

If the above two kind of moral hazard behaviors are increase in the “quantity” in the multi-agent mode, then “peer collusion”[13] is the addition in moral hazard “type”. In the “single agent” mode, there is only a vertical principal-agent relationship. The moral hazard of “rent-seeking, collusion, and low-level effort” will just occur between the specific agent and the object being evaluated (universities). However, in the “multi-agent” mode, there may be horizontal “peer collusion” among multiple education evaluation agencies due to the increase number of agents. For example, in order to seek “union rent” from universities, a number of education evaluation agencies jointly united to misrepresent the evaluation data, and combined to cope with the evaluation work passively so as to obtain government’s resources in an improper way, which directly undermined the fairness and justice of the education evaluation and jeopardized the public interest, and, blocked the in-depth advancement of the separation reform of supervision, running and evaluation.

5. The Avoidance Mechanism of Moral Hazard of Higher Education Evaluation in “Multi-agent” Mode

“Competition mechanism” is the fundamental reason why multiple agents can avoid moral hazard actively. There will be a “Relative Performance” of each agent after comparison because of the “competition”. The comparable “relative performance” obtained by “competition” makes it possible for the “multi-agent” evaluation mode to avoid moral hazard more effectively.

Specifically, the work performance of each agent is available because of mutual comparison when multiple agents come to complete a task separately. In other words, the work performance of each agent is a reference for other agents. It can be learned from the Multi-agent Theory that the reason why the multi-agent mode can avoid moral hazard to a certain extent is
that it transformed the “absolute performance” of a single agent into the “relative performance” of multiple agents, which makes it possible for the agents to refer and compare with each other, thus making the incentive and supervision of the principal more feasible. More specifically, compared with single agent mode, multi-agent mode is more advantageous for the avoidance of the agents’ moral hazard in terms of supervision constraints and incentive mechanisms (see Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of moral hazard avoidance mechanism in single agent and multiple agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance types</th>
<th>Single agent</th>
<th>Multiple agents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute performance</td>
<td>Relative performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No peer reference and comparison</td>
<td>Peer reference and comparison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives from the principal</td>
<td>Incentives from the principal peers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Vertical” supervision from principal</td>
<td>“Vertical” supervision from principal peers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot recognize “noise”</td>
<td>Easy to eliminate “noise”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Peer Competition can Motivate Higher Education Evaluation Agencies to Obtain Legitimate Profits

Multi-agent mode can promote “competitive incentives” [14] to obtain legitimate profits. The information asymmetry between the principal and the agent is the main cause of moral hazard. Agents with information advantage will deliberately conceal their behaviors of pursuing power and paying low-level efforts in order to obtain more profits. It is precisely because the relative performance of each agency can be compared and referenced to each other that whether the evaluation results of each agency are fair depends not only on their own evaluation results, but also on the evaluation results of other evaluation agencies. In order to better be in the comparison, each evaluation agency will work harder than other agencies to produce better evaluation results to obtain more economic resources and reputation resources than other agencies. Just as Holmstrom said, “Linking agent compensation to business performance is the best way to get agents to take the best behavior” [15]. If competitive mechanism is introduced on multiple higher education evaluation agencies, the efforts of any agency can drive the other agencies’ efforts, and ultimately each agency will eventually choose high-level efforts. Consequently, in order to get relatively better performance, each higher education evaluation agency will endeavor to finish the evaluation task by adopting more advanced technologies, indicators and methods than competitors to achieve better performance and more profits. Therefore, higher education evaluation will present a fair and objective benign situation.

5.2. Mutual Supervision can Increase the Difficulty for Higher Education Evaluation Agencies to Implement Opportunistic Behaviors

Multi-agent mode can form “mutual supervision” to increase the difficulty for evaluation agencies to adopt opportunistic behaviors. When multiple agents’ performance is evaluated based on the “relative performance obtained by comparison” [16], and the “rewards and punishments” [17] are implemented on the agent based on the relative performance, principal’s supervision on agents’ behavior has a “reference” that can be observed to some extent. In this sense, relative performance assessments for multiple evaluation agencies can significantly reduce the cost of monitoring moral hazard compared to the absolute performance assessments of single evaluation agency. As Holmstrom said, “information from peer performance” [18] helped to reduce the information asymmetry between the principal and the agent, thereby reducing the cost of the principal supervising the agents. Under this circumstance, the education evaluation agencies also realized that the moral hazard behaviors of falsely reporting evaluation results can be found easily and may be punished because of the reference from other agencies. Therefore, in the mode of multiple evaluation agencies, the difficulty of rent-seeking and collusion among higher education evaluation agencies and universities is increasing. In addition, comparison among multiple agents maybe expose some “information” of their behaviors. If one of the evaluation agencies is “perfunctory” to the task, then the low-level effort and “lazy” behavior are also easily detected and identified. In order to avoid being punished, higher education evaluation agencies will choose legitimate behaviors and high-level efforts actively. If there is a corresponding incentive at this time, the probability that the educational evaluation agencies actively choose to avoid moral hazard behavior will increase greatly.

5.3. Comparisons can Eliminate “Noise” and Motivate Efforts of Multiple Higher Education Evaluation Agencies

Multi-agent mode can eliminate the “noise” of agents’ performance caused by external environment, so as to enhance their effort level. As we all know, the agents’ behavioral performance are sometimes brought about by the external and objective environment in which they are located instead of the results of their own ability and efforts. The term “Noise” refers to an objective level of efforts that increase accompanied by external environment (e.g. the improvement of the overall technical level of the society, the prosperity of the market or the situation of the trough) after excluding the performance resulting from the agent’s own competence and efforts. The same is true in higher education evaluation. If the evaluation results are greatly affected by the external environment, even these external factors are not recognized, there will be a phenomenon that it is difficult for the government to judge the real quality of the evaluation results; In addition, it may lead to the opportunistic mentality for the evaluation agency to “sit and idle and enjoy the fruits of others’ work” in the next round. According to Holmstrom, the
performance comparison of multiple agents can filter out the impact of common, external and uncertain environmental factors faced by all agents effectively. In other words, through the comparison of the evaluation results, the “false” performance brought about by the “favorable” or “unfavorable” factors of the environment faced by all evaluation agencies will be automatically offset and filtered out. Therefore, the relative performance evaluation can filter out the environmental “noise”, prevent the evaluation agencies from enjoying the “favorable” factors of the environment, and encourage the higher evaluation agencies to choose high-level efforts and produce true and objective evaluation results.

It can be seen that in the multi-agent mode, the moral hazard implicit in higher education evaluation will increase, but the relative performance evaluation mechanism increases the cost and make it easily identified of opportunistic behavior. Hence, the moral hazard of education evaluation can be avoided more effectively.

6. Countermeasures on Avoiding Moral Hazard of Higher Education Evaluation Agencies

Moral hazard of higher education evaluation agencies is a major obstacle to the benign interaction within supervision, running and evaluation. In order to achieve the orderly advancement of separation system, effective measures must be taken to avoid the moral hazard of higher education evaluation agencies so as to achieve linkages among supervision, running and evaluation to improve governance.

6.1. Cultivating Multiple Higher Education Evaluation Agencies

Only when there are multiple evaluation agencies can the multi-agent mode form. At the beginning of China’s policy of “separation of supervision, running and evaluation”, the scale, qualifications and capabilities of higher education evaluation agencies are still not mature. It is necessary to form a set of unique mechanisms for cultivating and selecting higher education evaluation agencies to ensure and promote the growth of them. On the one hand, enhance the professional competence of evaluation agencies. The impartial evaluation results and the in-depth excavation of the quality problems of higher education largely depend on the professional competence of the evaluation agencies. Through nurturing, evaluation agencies can master advanced evaluation concepts and capabilities. Besides, the government should issue policies and regulations to support higher education evaluation, such as reducing tax revenue, urging universities to publish information, and sharing network platform data; On the other hand, standardize the selection process of the evaluation agencies. Clearly assessing agencies’ access procedures, organization procedures, and exit procedures is a necessary prerequisite for education evaluation work. The access procedure is an important guarantee for the acquisition of the agencies’ evaluation power. The organizational procedure has normative significance for the evaluation agency’s working procedures; The exit procedure has important warning significance for the vicious competition, irresponsibility, and disturbance of the evaluation order. The corresponding procedures have a pivotal role in institutional regulation, thereby ensuring a good order for higher education evaluation.

6.2. Establishing a Competition System for Multiple Higher Education Evaluation Agencies

The implementation of relative performance evaluation of the work ability and effort level of higher education evaluation agencies is the core recommendation of the Multi-agent Theory to the benign development of higher education evaluation agencies. First, obtain a satisfaction survey of the evaluation results of each agency by establishing a comprehensive evaluation system of satisfaction from experts, universities, and the public, thus forming the relative performance of each evaluation agency. Secondly, performance can be compared and ranked in the form of tournaments to encourage a number of higher evaluation agencies to form innocuous competition. Among them, the relatively high-performance evaluation agencies can receive high compensation paid by the government and continue to sign contracts and also obtain certification from the government, instead, get lower pay and are “eliminated”. To sum up, no matter what indicators are used for relative performance evaluation, comparisons and references among multiple higher evaluation agencies can filter common environmental interference and form competition among evaluation agencies, thus avoiding moral hazard to a greater extent.

6.3. Establishing Mutual Supervision Mechanism Among Multiple Higher Education Evaluation Agencies

Establishing a mutual supervision mechanism with the participation of a number of higher evaluation agencies to give play to the effectiveness of mutual supervision. Mutual supervision is caused by competition among peers. The establishment of a mutual supervision mechanism expands the intensity of supervision and has a stronger impact on the avoidance of moral hazard. First, standardize the procedures for mutual supervision among multiple evaluation agencies to form an orderly mutual supervision situation, for example, publicizing the basic information, evaluation indicators and evaluation results of various evaluation agencies to ensure mutual understanding among them to provide preconditions for mutual supervision. Second, unblock the feedback channels of mutual supervision. The moral hazard behaviors of all the evaluation agencies can be reported and feedback by other agencies through appropriate channels. Finally, implement the corresponding reward and punishment system according to the results of mutual supervision. Once moral hazard behavior occurred by any evaluation institution, the corresponding cost should be paid according to its consequences. In this way, the real effect of mutual
supervision can be brought into play.

In summary, this paper has analyzed the moral hazard of higher education evaluation agencies from the perspective of multi-agent. Compared with the moral hazard prevention under the “single” agent framework, the multi-agent mode increases the peer reference, mutual competition and mutual supervision among the agents, which greatly reduces the difficulty and cost of knowing and supervising the higher education evaluation agencies. Ultimately, the effectiveness of moral hazard avoidance is greatly enhanced. Therefore, the government can try to introduce a multi-agent mode—cultivating and selecting a number of high-quality higher education evaluation agencies, standardizing their operational procedures, and implementing relative performance evaluations to promote healthy competition and mutual supervision mechanisms so that the multi-agent mode can become an effective choice to avoid moral hazard in higher education evaluation.
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